Scorpius 9904.17 “Entrapment” Episode 1

ACTION:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<START MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_TJ says:
::sitting at his console, and examining his readouts::

TO_Calder says:
::taking a quick nap in the armory::

MONasty says:
::In Sb running routine Diagnostics::

Host XO_Jude says:
::On the bridge,  going over the last of the status reports::

SO_Nes says:
::at the SCI station waiting for further orders::

FCO_Mille says:
::running flight control diagnostics::

OPS_TJ says:
::bends over his console, and punches a few controls, then, leans back again, and picks up a PADD::

CSOTsalea says:
::at science station reading through SRS and LRS data::

Host CO-Alex says:
::walking out of her RR onto the bridge::

CIVLecara says:
::In SB recovering from the coma of last mission::

CTO_Selan says:
::Standing at Tactical... running some last minute internal scans on Phasers::

OPS_TJ says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge

Host CO-Alex says:
::nods to TJ::

Host XO_Jude says:
::Stands at attention::

MONasty says:
::goes over and check the Civilian::  CIV:  how are you feeling?

SO_Nes says:
::stands at attention::

Host CO-Alex says:
XO: what do you have for me?

EO_Kellen says:
::in ME, briefing DCPs on their positions and assignments::

CTO_Selan says:
::Notices that the Phaser array that was damaged from their earlier battle with Gul Marat has been repaired::

CIVLecara says:
MOnasty: fine .. fine may I go now? The CMO told me that by now I would be fit for duty

OPS_TJ says:
::taps at his PADD, then pushes it aside, and picks up another one::

Host XO_Jude says:
CO:Status reports are in and indicate that we are finally at 100%

FCO_Mille says:
OPS:  There is a slight power fluctuation in grid E7, can you check it for me please.

Host CO-Alex says:
XO: Thank God Jude, I was concerned about us.

Host XO_Jude says:
CO:   You can say that again!

MONasty says:
CIV:  I still need to finish some test before I can let you go back to work.

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: ETA to wormhole?

OPS_TJ says:
::glances at his console, and then at Jared:: FCO: Aye, I see it. Could just be a misalignment in the isolinear chips...::taps at his console, and then looks at his controls again:: yeah, there we go...

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  ETA in 2 days.

CIVLecara says:
MOnasty: Well, how long will that take.. I had nothing better to do for the past week than read our mission orders.. and it sounds like it will be an interesting one

TO_Calder says:
::wakes up suddenly, 2 teams from beta are grabbing their rifles and preparing for duty::

OPS_TJ says:
::runs a re-checks on the problem, and then logs it in the main computer::

MONasty says:
CIV:  It depends on you.  I need to finish up your physical the CMO started.

EO_Kellen says:
::accompanies his assigned DCP to its designated position::

CIVLecara says:
MO: As you can probably tell.. I’m a little eager to get back to work.. that's what happens when a person lays in a hospital bed for days on end

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: What are the reports from CTO and CEO?

FCO_Mille says:
::looks over at TJ:: OPS:  Well done!

OPS_TJ says:
::drums his fingers on his console, and then glances at his controls again::

Host XO_Jude says:
#2:  I think you may have misspoke?

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Anything in particular that needs doing?

OPS_TJ says:
::nods, with a grin:: FCO: Thanks

CIVLecara says:
MO:All right.. proceed.. but make it quick if possible please and thank you

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  Sir?

Host XO_Jude says:
#2:  Regarding our ETA?

MONasty says:
CIV:  I know the feeling.  I hate being the patient also.   ::starts scanning with a tricorder?

CSOTsalea says:
::looks up at NES::  SO:  Shania, not at the moment.  We are prepared for the Barzan wormhole.

CEOTPaula says:
::watches the last of the DCP's heading for their positions::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  did we get any more data from the blackhole we encountered?

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  I'm sorry sir, what time did I give?

Host XO_Jude says:
#2:  2 days

OPS_TJ says:
::glances back at his consoles, and presses a series of controls. Thinks, yup, that should do it.::

SO_Nes says:
::nods and gets back to watching the sensors:: CSO: No, it just appeared. Logically that shouldn't happen, but I couldn't detect the reason it occurred.

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  You are right.  ::wonders how he could have come up with that time::

CEOTPaula says:
::begins a level 2 diagnostic of the ODN system, just in case::

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  Correct that to 45 minutes

CIVLecara says:
MO: Well are you going to start the test?

MONasty says:
CIV:  I noticed you haven't had all of you’re required immunizations

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Status of weapons?

CTO_Selan says:
CO: All currently repaired, and ready for battle, ma'am.

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  All departments are reporting in at 100%

Host SFC says:
COMM: *Scorpius* Come in....

Host XO_Jude says:
#2:  Thanks,   I thought I was having a dejavu moment....  happens to all of us

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: As soon as we enter the system, weapons go to hot!

CIVLecara says:
MO: As far as I know I have.. I had my quarterly physical just 3 weeks ago

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his panel, and acknowledges a beep from his console:: CO: Ma'am, incoming com transmission, SF Command.

CTO_Selan says:
::Nods at the Captain, and then hears Starfleet Command coming in over the comm. system::

MONasty says:
CIV:  Apparently we missed that.  ::reaches for the hypospray::  I understand you keep having blackouts?

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Open a channel please.

Host XO_Jude says:
::Thinks:  Great,  SFC,  now what?::

OPS_TJ says:
CO: Yes ma'am, ::taps his console:: channel open

CIVLecara says:
MO: Well... not exactly blackouts.. I don’t think you would understand unless you are a telepath

OPS_TJ says:
::thinks for a moment, and boosts power to the com relay::

MONasty says:
::gives the Civ a series of shots::  Try me. I just might surprise you.

Host CO-Alex says:
COM:SFC: This is the Scorpius, Captain Alexander speaking.

TO_Calder says:
::gets up, shakes head a bit and grabs a rifle and prepares to head out to check the security postings.

Host SFC says:
COMM:*CO* We are checking our relay probes...the interference we were experiencing seems to be abated....we are picking up movement around the wormhole..you should be able to scan shortly..report when you arrive..

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  check to see what level the communication relays are working.

CIVLecara says:
MO:The best I can explain is that I have severe headaches due to over-active telepathic activity.. and I have had a few really over the top incidents.. in 2 I actually moved something with my thoughts.. and in a few others I spoke to people telepathically when I meant to speak orally

Host CO-Alex says:
~~~~I wonder what they want now Jude~~~~

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Yes ma'am.

SO_Nes says:
::begins checking::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: SFC: Acknowledged.

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his controls::

TO_Calder says:
::examines the PADD containing the updated positions::

Host SFC says:
COM: *CO* SFC out..

CIVLecara says:
MO: I believe this was caused by my proximity to the telepathic explosion that happened when the telepath/telekinetic Sarah Oz died

CSOTsalea says:
::checks scans again for reported activity::

FCO_Mille says:
CSO:  Tsalea, anything on scans yet?

Host CO-Alex says:
ALL: Well you heard SFC, prepare to send information upon our arrival.

SO_Nes says:
CSO: They seem fine now, it must have been the emf interference. That's clearing up now though.

MONasty says:
CIV:  in other words you are developing telekinetic power you believe.  I can set up a series of test on the holodeck to confirm  or deny this

CSOTsalea says:
FCO:  not at the moment.  Double-checking.

Host XO_Jude says:
~~~~CO:   Good question,   I wonder what's moving through that wormhole.  With an unstable entry-point,   we could be facing anything here, and I have a bad feeling about all this~~~~

TO_Calder says:
*Sec Beta* Reports please.

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  keep an eye on them.  We may need them at a moment’s notice.

CTO_Selan says:
CO: Yes, ma'am. ::Performs continued internal scans on all weapons, to make sure they don't get "damaged" at the last minute::

CIVLecara says:
MO: The reason I had a coma was that some odd radiation from black hole we passed by last week.. it interacted with the already existing problem I had and induced a catatonic state

Host CO-Alex says:
~~~~Jude, not any more of a bad feeling than I have~~~~

SO_Nes says:
CTO: Yes sir.

FCO_Mille says:
*TO*:  Are all security teams in place?

CEOTPaula says:
*EO*: Are all the teams in place, Ensign?

TO_Calder says:
*FCO* They are on shift changes now. I am requesting updates from each team now.

CIVLecara says:
MO: Well.. I don't know.. I just know that this whole problem is very unusual.. but I have lived with it for months.. I can live with it for one more day.. how long will this physical take?

SO_Nes says:
::keeps a close watch on the comm. relays::

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: ETA?

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 1> *TO* Sir, myself and team 2 are in engineering. Nothing unusual.

FCO_Mille says:
*TO*:  We will be approaching the coordinates shortly, make sure they are in place by then.

EO_Kellen says:
*CEO* Affirmative sir. All teams are at assigned posts. let's just hope it's a long, boring shift.

OPS_TJ says:
::monitors his department's readiness:: *OPS Teams*: This is Wilkens. Dispatch to roving positions. Teams alpha and Beta, you're on duty shift 1. Gamma, and Delta, emergency stations. Please stand by. Wilkens out...

TO_Calder says:
*FCO* Yes, Sir.

OPS_TJ says:
::slaps his com badge, closing the channel::

CSOTsalea says:
SO: are we picking up anything through the relay probes?

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Checking ma'am.

CIVLecara says:
MO: And actually.. in the 2 instances of telekinetic activity.. I had no direct control over it.. I just did it instinctively.. and when I noticed what I had done,.. I stopped doing it

MONasty says:
CIV:  about another 6 hours.  I have several series of test I need to run.

CEOTPaula says:
*EO*: Yes, boredom is preferable to some other experiences.

OPS_TJ says:
::taps a couple of buttons on his console, and monitors com activity in the sector::

Host CO-Alex says:
~~~~Jared, did you hear me?  ETA to wormhole?~~~~

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 3> *TO* Stationed as defense team for CO. Just came on duty.

EO_Kellen says:
*CEO* I'll have to agree to that, sir. I would much rather be doing this, than working on that chair of the Captain's again.

CIVLecara says:
MO: 6 hours?!? but we arrive at the wormhole in 45 minutes! The last physical I had only took 1 hour.. and from what you have told me .. this one is already partly done

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 4> *TO* Stationed as defense team for XO. Just got here, nothing  out of the ordinary.

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Yes ma'am.  ETA in 20 minutes.

SO_Nes says:
::checking the relay probes::

MONasty says:
CIV:  Some of the test will I need to sedate you so I can monitor your EEG activities.  All of psi powers are readable when you’re asleep.

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: Ok Jared, let’s sneak into this system.

OPS_TJ says:
::opens a channel to engineering:: *CEO* T'paula, I am thinking of dispatching my OPS teams to coordinate with your teams... What do you think?

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 5> *TO* Stationed as defense team for FCO. Nothing is wrong.

FCO_Mille says:
CSO:  What are scans showing?

EO_Kellen says:
::begins routine diagnostics on EPS systems in the saucer section::

FCO_Mille says:
::nods to the CO::

CEOTPaula says:
*OPS*: I see no disadvantages, sir.

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 6> *TO* Stationed as defense team for CSO. She is doing OK.

Host XO_Jude says:
CSO:   Any long range scans to give us a hint about who or what might be coming through that wormhole?

CSOTsalea says:
FCO:  there seems to be some movement.  but nothing is certain.  Something is there though.

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: I want SRS sensors focused around the S, and LRS on the system.

OPS_TJ says:
*CE**: Understood, Wilkens out

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  Scanning

FCO_Mille says:
*CEO*:  Are all engineering teams in place, T'Paula?

MONasty says:
CIV:  If you are experiencing the problems you’re telling me about.  I need to determine just how much of these occurs are subconscious or conscious

CEOTPaula says:
*FCO*: Yes, sir.

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 7> *TO* Stationed as defense team for SO. Beta 12 is with us.

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  commander we are not reading anything much from the scans.  The data seems to be coming from the relay probes.

CIVLecara says:
MO:Ughh.. I wasn't aware that telepathic power readings were part of a standard physical.. Let me reprise my situation here.. I DO NOT need any immediate help with my psi problem.. I only need to get out of this sickbay

FCO_Mille says:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.

OPS_TJ says:
FCO: Sir, I have dispatched my operations teams to coordinate with engineering

Host XO_Jude says:
CO:  I'd like to attempt a Betazoid scan of the system ahead?

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 8> *TO* Defense team for CEO. Engineering is busy, not unusually so though.

FCO_Mille says:
OPS:  Thank you TJ.

CEOTPaula says:
::attends to the diagnostic in progress::

SO_Nes says:
CSO: I believe you have the data on your sensors.

OPS_TJ says:
::nods to Jared::

MONasty says:
CIV:  sorry you have experienced blackouts due to your psi powers I need to determine whether it is safe for you to return to work or not.. According to you, even said that you are doing thing subconsciously

Host CO-Alex says:
XO: Good idea Jude.

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 9> *TO* We are guarding the EO. Could be a worse job.

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: Take over while Jude scans the system mentally.

OPS_TJ says:
<Ensign Juarez> ::steps out of the TL, and approaches TJ:: OPS: Sir, OPS teams are in place, and standing by.

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye.

CSOTsalea says:
SO: yes I do.   Check out the sensors.  Run a level 3 diagnostic.  I would like to know why we are not picking up anything from them.

OPS_TJ says:
Juarez: Understood, I want you to take care of Alpha team, put Beldez on Beta

EO_Kellen says:
::blinks at the Security teams comments:: Sec Beta 9: Could be a worse job? Yes, definitely.

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 9> *TO* Beta 10 is with us in sickbay. All clear.

CIVLecara says:
MO: The CMO has already started to help me with these problems.. I don't need anymore help with them right now

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Yes ma'am.

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: I am going to my RR. You and Jude can handle the bridge::gets up and leaves::

OPS_TJ says:
<Juarez> understood, sir, I'm on it! ::exits the bridge, and into the TL::

SO_Nes says:
::begins a level 3 diagnostic on the sensors::

FCO_Mille says:
::nods to the CO::

CTO_Selan says:
::Watches as the Captain leaves the Bridge::

MONasty says:
CIV:  Until I or the CMO determine the exact length of your new psi gifts.  You're staying here.  Don't make me have to restrain you.

MONasty says:
::reaches for a sedation hypo::

OPS_TJ says:
::watches as Juarez leaves, and swivels back around in his chair, to gaze his control panel::

Host XO_Jude says:
::Settles into chair,  closes eyes, and attempts a betazoid scan of the systems ahead,  reaching out telepathically for thoughts and emotions::

Host CO-Alex says:
::walks into her RR and sits down, then picks up the communiqué she has received from Gene::

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: Sir, at least we aren't posted with the SO. I feel sorry for those people.

CIVLecara says:
MO: But..But.. the CMO already knows about this and let me work with it for 2 weeks!!

CIVLecara says:
MO: So far it has had little to no effect on my work

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: Really? How so?

ACTION:
<<<<telepathic scans pick up Barzans.....concerned......nothing more>>>>>>>>>>

CSOTsalea says:
::works on refining telemetry from probes::

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9>EO: She knocked one of our people out last week. It isn't safe....

OPS_TJ says:
::monitors the power relay systems::

SO_Nes says:
::notices (so far) nothing wrong with the sensors::

EO_Kellen says:
::blinks:: Sec: What'd she do that for?

MONasty says:
CIV: I have the CMO's notes here and the recommendation is for you to remain in sickbay for a few more days.  Just incase your blackout reoccurs plus I'm almost done with part one of your physical

FCO_Mille says:
CSO:  Surely we should be picking up scans by now, is there a problem?

CSOTsalea says:
OPS: have we received any communication from the Barzans?

TO_Calder says:
<Sec Beta 10> *TO* Shuttle bay is clear.

Host XO_Jude says:
*CO:*   Scans indicate nothing but some concern among the Brazans....  that has me worried enough.

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his panel for a status update:: CSO: Not at this time, but we can be expecting one soon.

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: Not really sure, sir. Nothing official has been said, I think she was mad and he was there....

CIVLecara says:
MO: Really.. this does not need to be dealt with now..  And I do have rights just like every other person on board this ship.. I realize you can order me to stay here.. but if you do.. I will log a formal protest and contact the CMO to verify your opinion

Host CO-Alex says:
::Imzadi, this message will be short.  There are situations in the works that may require your presence here with me on Earth.  I know this is short notice, but would you consider giving up your command of the Scorpius?  I know this will be a shock, but I ask that you consider this, my wife.::  ::lifts her eyes when she hears Judes voice::

EO_Kellen says:
::grins:: Sec: So he was at the wrong place at the wrong time. I can see why you are glad to be here.

CSOTsalea says:
FCO:  unknown.  Shania is running a level 3 diagnostics.

MONasty says:
CIV:  Protest all you want.  You're staying here.  Now then  could please lie back down  I need to get another bioscan

Host CO-Alex says:
*XO*: Acknowledged Jude.

TO_Calder says:
::heads to engineering since they are short a security officer since Starm is working on the data access problem::

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: Yes, sir. ::grins::

Host XO_Jude says:
:: Senses a whole lot of emotion behind the CO's voice::

Host CO-Alex says:
::continues readying...  I would like for you to think about this idea, then contact me with your decision...::

EO_Kellen says:
::sends a diagnostic report to ME, as per regulations::

Host CO-Alex says:
::lays the message down and stares out at the stars::

SO_Nes says:
::completes the level 3 diagnostic::

CEOTPaula says:
::notes reports coming in from teams and looks over them::

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his control panels, and runs a diagnostic on all primary systems for the umpteenth time::

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  ETA in 10 minutes.

SO_Nes says:
CSO: I could not find any problems with the sensors, it must be something else that's causing the problem.

Host XO_Jude says:
~~~~CO: Is there something you need to discuss?~~~~

CIVLecara says:
CIV: I am not in a very good mood right now.. ::He begins to lie down .. then he feels a familiar buzzing in the back of his mind.. the buzzing of all the mind on board the S thinking simultaneously::

TO_Calder says:
::arrives in engineering and immediately feels somewhat out of place in the bustle of activity::

Host XO_Jude says:
#2:  Understood....

CEOTPaula says:
::notes the TO's arrival and wonders what he's here for::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  Shania see if you can discover what before we get to the system.  Check with engineering or OPS as needed.

Host CO-Alex says:
~~~~No Jude, not now, continue with our mission~~~~

MONasty says:
CIV:  Thank you.  Tell me what’s happening.  You don't look too good.

Host XO_Jude says:
CSO:   Anything on scans now that we're closer?

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: Well now. Here is a pleasant, if not shocking, occurrence.

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Yes ma'am.

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  Going to impulse.

Host XO_Jude says:
OPS:   Open a channel to the Brazans please.

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: What is that, sir?

CSOTsalea says:
FCO:  No commander.  Only movement via the probes.

Host CO-Alex says:
::looks around her RR and can't imagine not being here anymore::

SO_Nes says:
OPS: Are there any glitches that could cause these problems with the sensors?

OPS_TJ says:
::nods, and presses a series of buttons:: XO: Channel open

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: Everything seems to be working properly. ::grin::

CIVLecara says:
MO: Nothing in happening

FCO_Mille says:
::nods at Tsalea::

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: I see. This isn't common, sir?

Host CO-Alex says:
::walks out of her RR:

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his readings:: SO: What glitches are you referring to?

MONasty says:
CIV:  You are a bad liar.  You are hearing the voices of the people on the ship..

Host CO-Alex says:
XO: Jude, I am taking a walk.  You have the bridge.

CTO_Selan says:
::Notices the Captain's expression, wonders what's going on::

Host CO-Alex says:
::exits the bridge and onto the TL before she can be asked any questions::

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: Since coming aboard the Scorpius, I have learned that anything that is common, is usually a bad thing.

Host XO_Jude says:
COM *Barazan Control:   This is the starship Scorpius,  we understand that there has been activity around the wormhole.   Can we be of assistance?

SO_Nes says:
OPS: Anything in other areas that may affect the sensors.

Host BarzanCtl says:
COM: *Scorpius* Glad to hear someone’s voice...yes...we are reading........<<<<comm goes out !! >>>>>>

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: I had never paid a whole lot of attention to Engineering. I just assumed that things worked.

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his readings again:: SO: I'm sorry, but you'll have to be more specific then that, so I know what I'm looking for.... one minute...

Host CO-Alex says:
::slowly she walks down the hallway of deck one, taking in everything with her eyes, as if she can't get enough to drink::

OPS_TJ says:
XO: Sir, we just lost contact with the Barzans

CTO_Selan says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the transmission::

CIVLecara says:
MO: How.. do you know that?! I never told you anything about the voices....  Computer, please verify the identity of MO Nasty..  ::thinks to self.. this better not be another Dr. Douhm

OPS_TJ says:
XO: Transmission has ceased.

ACTION:
<<<<<<<Scorpius Scans read large disruption emanating from Barzan homeworld>>>>>>>

Host XO_Jude says:
OPS:   Try to re-establish that channel,  and take us to red alert, to be on the safe side.

CSOTsalea says:
::checks relays to discover why comm died::

EO_Kellen says:
::chuckles:: Sec: Yes, and I just assumed everything was safe. Until one shift, I came face to chest with a Jem'Hadar in ME.

OPS_TJ says:
SO: Sow, what were you... sorry, hold on again...

SO_Nes says:
OPS: That's just it, I can't be more specific as I don't know exactly what I'm looking for. ::smiles sheepishly::

OPS_TJ says:
XO: Understood

OPS_TJ says:
SO: Sorry

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  we are picking up some disruption on scans near the Barzan homeworld.

OPS_TJ says:
SO: Sir, I can't...::checks his sensors::

MONasty says:
CIV: You think you're the only telepath on board?  Plus when you start "hearing" things your faces scrunches up.

CIVLecara says:
<Computer> : There is no record in the Databanks of any MO Nasty..

Host XO_Jude says:
CSO:  Any indication of the nature or cause ?

OPS_TJ says:
SO: I'll run a diagnostic, and see what I can turn up, in the mean time, you might want to check with engineering

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: That can be a very startling experience. I remember my first time in combat. I was so scared I thought I wouldn't be able to move.

CSOTsalea says:
XO: It looks like ships.  Possibly five of them.

CIVLecara says:
MO: Are you sure your name is Nasty..

SO_Nes says:
OPS: Yes, I was going to do that after I asked you.

ACTION:
<<<<<<telepathic readings of terror from Barzan are now felt>>>>>>>

Host XO_Jude says:
CTO:   We're at red alert,  shields are up, I assume weapons are hot?

MONasty says:
CIV:  It’s my married name.  My maiden name was Starr..

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: I have had some incurrence into the Security field. I'll stick to Engineering, thanks.

CTO_Selan says:
XO: Yes sir, phasers are powered up, and torpedoes are loaded.

CIVLecara says:
MO: But.. you just told me you weren't a telepath.. and how can you know what my face looks like when you have never seen me hear them before

Host XO_Jude says:
::Stunned by the telepathic sense of terror::

CSOTsalea says:
::holds up her hands to her head in pain, before blocking::

OPS_TJ says:
::nods to the SO, and then turns back to his console::

FCO_Mille says:
CSO:  Can you get anything further on these 5 ships?

MONasty says:
CIV:  I never said I wasn't a telepath... You assumed that I wasn't.

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his readings, and reroutes power to essential systems::

Host XO_Jude says:
OPS:  There's a problem,  get a message to SFC  regarding a serious threat,  and get the CO to the bridge

OPS_TJ says:
::watches as people bustle around the bridge::

CSOTsalea says:
FCO:  working on it.

OPS_TJ says:
XO: Understood, I'm working on it

CTO_Selan says:
::Picks up the supposed 5 ships on Tactical sensors, tries to gain more information... but cannot::

EO_Kellen says:
::blinks as the Red Alert klaxons sound around his DCP:: Sec: What's going on this time?

CIVLecara says:
MO: I said.. "No one that isn't a telepath could understand this" and you said "Try me"

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  What kind of problem Commander?

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: If you think that crawling around next to plasma conduits is safe, that is your decision to make, sir.

OPS_TJ says:
::taps his panel, and slaps his badge:: *CO*: Captain to the bridge!

Host CO-Alex says:
*OPS*: What is the problem?

CSOTsalea says:
::shakes her head while trying to focus on scans::

Unknown says:
@:::bombs the planet with all five of the ships at his disposal ::

Host XO_Jude says:
#2:  Can you keep  us away from these ships until we can come up with a plan,  there is a lot of terror coming from Barazan

MONasty says:
CIV:  try me can mean that I can probably understand your problem better than you think.

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> *TO* Sir, can you fill me in on the red alert status?

OPS_TJ says:
::glances at his panel, and transmits a message to SF relaying the information they gathered, status of the Scorpius, and their coordinates::

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  Yes sir!

OPS_TJ says:
*CO*: We have encountered 5 ships, on sensors. Hostile intentions are likely...

Host XO_Jude says:
*CO:*    Shall we try to contact the ships attacking Barazan?

Host CO-Alex says:
::sighs and heads back to the TL for the bridge::

Unknown @:::Adds in strafing runs from satellite vessels ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CIVLecara says:
MO:  Oh forgot it...  ::Lays down fuming.. but thinks to self..  if this one were a changeling too it would have already attacked::

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  sir, information is erratic.  I am trying to sort through it.

TO_Calder says:
*Beta 9* We have probably entered the system. Must be hostiles in the area. Be on your guard.

MONasty says:
CIV:  are the voices getting stronger and louder or just a buzz in the back of your head?

Host CO-Alex says:
*XO*: You have the bridge, do what you think is necessary.

CTO_Selan says:
::Notes possible projectiles being launched from the ships, sensor scans are shaky:: XO: Sir, those ships may be attacking one of the Barzan planets.

SO_Nes says:
::tries to narrow sensors to get better readings::

OPS_TJ says:
XO: Sir, they're bombarding the surface of the Barzan home world!

FCO_Mille says:
OPS:  Are you relaying this information to SFC?

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: What I am on guard for, and what you are on guard for, aren't the same thing. But I'll be sure to take the advice ;)

CIVLecara says:
MO: I don't have to tell you anything I don't want to..

TO_Calder says:
::continues his walk around engineering. Carefully checking all the entrances, looking for likely places of attack::

Host XO_Jude says:
*COM:  Hostile*   This is the Starship Scorpius, why are you attacking the Barazans?

FCO_Mille says:
::wonders why, if we are at red alert, that the CO is not on her way up::

OPS_TJ says:
::nods:: FCO: Sir, channel open, and I'm keeping them updated every...:;checks his panel:: excuse me... step of the way

Host CO-Alex says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge and stands there to watch her XO and #2 handle the situation::

CIVLecara says:
MO: It's invasion of privacy that you knew what I was experiencing.. you cannot enter someone else’s mind without their permission

FCO_Mille says:
OPS:  Thank you TJ.  Let me know if you encounter a problem.

Unknown says:
@:::continues bombing and strafing the surface of the planet ::

OPS_TJ says:
::hurriedly rushes about pressing, punching, and tapping at his console:: Jared: Understood

MONasty says:
CIV:  true but then again I can give a hypo full of improlvine and make you tell me.

Host XO_Jude says:
CSO:   We need to know if we can hold our on in a fight with these ship?

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  I am unable to tell you whom we are dealing with.

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: No identity on the ships?

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: Yes, but what the Lieutenant says goes as far as I am concerned. ::begins to check all the settings on his rifle, motions the other member of Beta 9 to do the same::

OPS_TJ says:
:;shoves a couple of PADD' aside, that were laying on his controls::

MONasty says:
CIV:  I haven't read your mind.  I only asked you a question.  Plus you make funny faces when you hear to many voices.

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  Sir, my orders are to avoid any conflicts with hostile ships.

Host XO_Jude says:
OPS:   Try to hail the hostile ships for me again

CIVLecara says:
MO: And as far as I know.. sedating someone against their will, unless they are about to die.. is also again a federation regulation... Who are you MO Nasty?!?

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  Not yet.  Scans are not coming through.

OPS_TJ says:
::nods briefly, and opens a channel:: XO: Channel open

Host XO_Jude says:
#2:  I just want to know if we can handle what they might dish up

MONasty says:
CIV:  Have I sedated you yet?  Only threatened.  ::smiles::

FCO_Mille says:
XO:  Understood sir.

OPS_TJ says:
::glances carefully at his displays, and taps at his console again::

SO_Nes says:
OPS: How's that diagnostic coming?

EO_Kellen says:
DCP: Let's look alive, people. The ante's about to go up.

CSOTsalea says:
SO: Shania, are the probes still up and working?

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: Jared, keep us away from them if possible.

CIVLecara says:
::Doesn't believe her.. thinks:  If she can invade my mind.. I can return the favor.. He senses her emotions.. and feels deep anger and resentment directed at no one in particular::

SO_Nes says:
CSO: They are the only things that are!

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Already on it ma'am.

Unknown says:
@::retreats back towards wormhole ::

Host CO-Alex says:
XO: What is your opinion?  Should we enter farther into the system to help or stay out here? <whispered>

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his console, and sighs:: SO: I'm really sorry, but I'm going to have to put it off. ::looks up for a moment:: I'll get back to you with the results

ACTION:
<<<<<<<<Scan of ships show them heavily armed....slightly smaller than Constitution class starship>>>>>>>>>>>

MONasty says:
::Shields mind from any invasions:: CIV:  That isn't nice.  I haven't read or invaded your thoughts.  I only stated what I observed.

CIVLecara says:
::Also senses a mind that is not of any race he has ever met before::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  check for unusual energy emissions from the wormhole or the Ships.

OPS_TJ says:
::glances back down at his controls, and punches at a series of them::

Host XO_Jude says:
CO:  Glad your back to take your chair....I suggest that we try to help if we can.... I'd like to know whom we should assist though

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Sensors are now detecting what those ships are.

CIVLecara says:
MO: Why then when I asked how you know about the voices.. you said I wasn't the only telepath on board

MONasty says:
CIV: How are you dealing with all the voices you hear at once?

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Yes ma'am.

OPS_TJ says:
::swivels around in his chair, to look at one of the display consoles on the other side of the bridge::

Host CO-Alex says:
XO: Has a channel been opened to the planet or have they asked for assistance?

CIVLecara says:
MO: How can you observe me hearing voices that aren't here??

OPS_TJ says:
::compares some readings on his controls, with the display::

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  commander.  The ships are heavily armed.  They appear smaller than a constitution class vessel.

MONasty says:
CIV:  The last time I checked there are several other telepaths on board.  Plus I already told you when you start to hear voices you make funny faces.

ACTION:
<<<unknown ships have detected Scorpius and retreated back to the wormhole......a tight beam is detected going into the wormhole>>>>>>>>>

SO_Nes says:
::thinks about kicking the sensors as they become erratic again::

Host XO_Jude says:
CO:  Barazan's indicate they are in trouble by the channel isn't very clear.  The hostile ships aren't answering our hails

SO_Nes says:
CSO: I'm detecting a tight beam from the ships into the wormhole/

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  the ships are retreating

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  We've been detected.

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  can you determine what that beam is?

OPS_TJ says:
::cheers in his head, and thinks: that wasn't so bad...::

Host CO-Alex says:
XO: Well they are half again our size and there are five of them.  SFC said to notify them if we needed help.  Has that been done?

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Not as yet, I'm still working on it.

CIVLecara says:
MO: but how could you know what my face looks like then.. you have never seen me experience this before.. And don't be so literal.. About the voices.. I'm not coping very well, considering even before they arrived.. you were giving me a headache

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: Are they coming this way?

OPS_TJ says:
::thinks: get a hold of yourself, you can bet they'll be back... with reinforcements...::

Host XO_Jude says:
CO:  I suggest that we move in between the wormhole and the planet,  and try hailing the planet again.

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Negative, they are retreating back to the wormhole.

Host XO_Jude says:
CSO:  Any idea what sort of beam the ships used to open the wormhole?

CIVLecara says:
MO: And from what the CMO told me problems of a telepathic nature.. if not physically harmful.. should be treated by a counselor.. not a doctor

Host CO-Alex says:
XO/#2: I need a consensus here, move between the planet and the wormhole or stay where we are?

TO_Calder says:
::continuing to walk in circles around engineering::

Host XO_Jude says:
CSO:   Can we duplicate it, or counter it in some way?

MONasty says:
::read the latest results of the biobed scan:: CIV:Me giving you a headache.  hmm surprising. and Yes I have seen you around the ship before.   True but at the moment there is no counselor. so I'm the backup one.

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  we are checking into.  A possibility is something to stabilize the wormhole.

Unknown says:
@::creates a defensive orbit around the nexus of the wormhole ::

ACTION :
<<<<<<<The wormhole distorts, then opens...5 more identical ships appear and gather with the other ships>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  not until we ascertain what it is.

Host XO_Jude says:
CO:  I'm sticking with my .....ops.  More ships.

CEOTPaula says:
::continues to wonder what Calder is up to::

Host CO-Alex says:
::sees the other ships enter the wormhole::

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his sensors, and rests his weary hands::

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Ma'am, our MO specifically stated that we call for reinforcements.

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  commander, five more ships

Host unknown2 says:
@Katla: report!

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Notify SFC of our situation and have them send help.  We are definitely outnumbered here.

SO_Nes says:
CSO: The beam destabilizes subspace, and allows it to be folded, causing a wormhole.

Host CO-Alex says:
FCO: Jared withdraw another 500 kilometers.

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  commander, did you hear that?

Unknown says:
@Ktzini , we have prepped the surface by bombardment, but we have company

OPS_TJ says:
::nods:: CO: The message is already sending

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye ma'am.  ::retreats::

Host XO_Jude says:
CO:  Our orders are to avoid a conflict if out gunned,  but I hate to leave the Barazans in a lurch.

CIVLecara says:
MO: As far as I know.. the XO is the backup one.. he has the most experience

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks phasers and torpedoes on the 10 vessels, prepared to fire::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  see if we might be able to replicate that beam.

Unknown says:
@Ktzini : I suggest we spread out a bit

Host unknown2 says:
@::Scans area::....*katla*: I've seen that type of ship before....much smaller!....We should capture it! ATTACK!

MONasty says:
CIV:  he is busy and has delegated the duty to me at the moment.  Can you please sit up

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  I would prefer not to press our luck with SFC.

OPS_TJ says:
::alerts his teams to stand by for the pending danger::

Host CO-Alex says:
XO:Jude so do I, I don't like running, but we don't stand a chance here.

Host XO_Jude says:
CSO:  Yes, I heard you....  try to figure out what that beam is.

Unknown says:
@:::Spreads his forces to a conical attack pattern ::

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Yes ma'am, but I don't know how long it will take.

OPS_TJ says:
CO: They're coming about... attack formation!

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  working on it.

CEOTPaula says:
::wanders across ME to access a different console::

OPS_TJ says:
::swallows his breath, and clenches his hands into fists::

Host CO-Alex says:
FCO: Get us out of here Jared.  They are coming at us!

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  see what you can do....

Host XO_Jude says:
#2:  Warp 9  towards home

ACTION:
<<<<<<Unknown vessels turn and head towards Scorpius at High Warp>>>>>>>

MONasty says:
::runs another series of bio scans:: CIV:  Hmm interesting.  You know that your psi readings are stronger when you stand?

FCO_Mille says:
CO/XO:  Aye!

Unknown says:
@::Makes a signal and all ships hit warp for a sec ::

Host XO_Jude says:
OPS:  Can you boost power to the rear shields?

CSOTsalea says:
::prepares current data and sends through relay to SF::

CTO_Selan says:
CO: Here they come.

FCO_Mille ::engages warp 9:: (Warp.wav)

Unknown @ (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Selan says:
::Prepares to fire weapons:: CO: Open fire, ma'am.

OPS_TJ says:
XO: I already have... I'm giving it all I got!

Host XO_Jude says:
CTO:   Are those weapons hot?

Host CO-Alex says:
#2: Evasive maneuvers, alpha 3.

OPS_TJ says:
ALL: Incoming!

CSOTsalea says:
::closes down all non-essential science areas::

OPS_TJ says:
::grips his console::

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Alpha 3, acknowledged.

Host XO_Jude says:
CTO:  Return fire

Host unknown2 @fires warning shots.... (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

SO_Nes says:
::grabs the SCI console::

Unknown @::Signals to free form flowing attack called the disturbed wave ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Selan Returns fire. (ShipPhasers.wav)

CIVLecara says:
MO: Probably because I have to look at you when I’m standing up.. by the hand of kahless.. you are the most infuriating officer I have ever met.. If we were on a Klingon vessel I would consider taking you as my mate

OPS_TJ says:
::feels the ship rock::

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks dozens of torpedoes and fires::

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: Oh great. We got a battle going on

FCO_Mille says:
CTO:  Status?

OPS_TJ says:
::reroutes power to the initial dampeners to compensate::

SO_Nes says:
CSO: This beam takes an enormous amount of power. I doubt the S could generate it.

CSOTsalea says:
::feels the shock wave through the ship::

CTO_Selan  (Torpedos.wav)

Host XO_Jude says:
::Sighs with relief as FCO steers us clear of fire

Host unknown2 says:
@::pushes ship to catch up:

TO_Calder says:
::grabs onto a nearby railing::

MONasty says:
CIV:  Is that a compliment.  thanks  I do try to be on my best behavior  ::smiling::

OPS_TJ says:
::watches as his knuckles turn white::

Unknown :::grips his arm rests as his ships goes under the Scorpius and attacks her underbelly :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: Yes, it would seem that way sir.....

CSOTsalea says:
::nods at Shania::

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Any response from SFC?

CEOTPaula says:
::stays away from the railing around the warp core::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  let us see if we can block it some how.

CTO_Selan says:
::Grasps console, and locks both phasers and torps on the ship attacking, and fires again::

Host CO-Alex says:
*CEO*: How are my engines T'Paula?

CTO_Selan  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Unknown @ (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host unknown2 says:
@Katla: take your ships and use that Stars gravity to get ahead of them !!

OPS_TJ says:
CO: I don't know ::shouting to be heard:: I can't keep the com systems online!

FCO_Mille says:
::continues evasive maneuvers::

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Yes ma'am. But I believe something on the other side of the wormhole is the power source for these Unknown ships.

Unknown says:
@Ktzini: Will do ::points to helm ::

Host CO-Alex says:
FCO: Jared, delta 4 and back slip!

OPS_TJ says:
::reroutes all available power to the shields, and phaser banks::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  then that might be easier to block.

CEOTPaula says:
*CO*: No irreparable damage yet, ma'am.

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  On it ma'am

CIVLecara says:
MO: That can be a compliment or an insult, depending on how you take it

OPS_TJ says:
::mutters to his console:: c'mon, hold together, I know you can do it... c'mon!::

FCO_Mille says:
::inputs evasive maneuver Delta 4::

SO_Nes says:
::nods, and tries to figure a way to block the power/beam::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  lets trying running delta radiation through the deflector dish.

Host unknown2 says:
@::still out of range...standing......tapping fingers on console::

OPS_TJ says:
::inputs a series of commands to his console::

Unknown says:
@:::Braces as his ship cuts within the photosphere of the local star and slingshots around it and comes out very fast indeed from under it ::

MONasty says:
CIV:  Hmm I'll take it as a compliment.  I'm almost done with you.  What exercises have you been doing to help strengthen your mind?

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Yes ma'am.

TO_Calder says:
::wonders what he is doing in engineering and wishes he were on the bridge::

Host CO-Alex says:
*CEO*: If they catch up to us, be prepared for dead stop, then in 1 second we will go back to warp 9 T'Paula!

Unknown says:
@::nods as he notes the relative speed of his ship is at warp 9.96 ::

CEOTPaula says:
*CO*: Yes ma'am.

EO_Kellen says:
::begins monitoring comms from all the DCP's::

OPS_TJ says:
CO: Ma'am, permission to take ALL non-essential systems off-line...?

Host unknown2 says:
@::scans for his point ships......sees that they timewarped slightly ahead of Scorpius::

Host CO-Alex says:
FCO: Jared, did you hear that?

OPS_TJ says:
::holds onto his console::

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Granted.

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  we might also try a gravitation pulse to disrupt it.

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Yes ma'am!

Host XO_Jude says:
CSO:  Can you emit a graviton burst in the wormhole's entrance of Jared gets us there?

OPS_TJ says:
::nods, and makes an adjustment to his control panel::

CEOTPaula says:
::prepares engines for the strain as best she can::

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  working on it now sir

OPS_TJ says:
CO: Done!

Host CO-Alex says:
~~~~Jared, you know what I am planning here, let them bypass us, then warp in another direction~~~~

Unknown @::Drops out of hyperspeed right in front of Scorpius and fires ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

SO_Nes says:
CSO: If we could take out the lead ship, the other ships wouldn't/couldn't use the device.

CSOTsalea says:
*CEO*:  we need a gravitation pulse.

FCO_Mille says:
::nods at CO::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  inform the captain

CTO_Selan says:
::Sees the ship appear in front of them, and is knocked away from his console before he can fire::

MONasty says:
CIV:  Actually I do sympathize with your psi problems but until we figure out how to prevent you from having blackouts I need to keep you here.  sorry.

Host CO-Alex says:
FCO: Jared, NOW!!!

ACTION:
<<<<<5 Unknown ships are now ahead of Scorpius...5 right behind>>>>>>>>

CIVLecara says:
MO: None really.. Mainly because the more I voluntarily use my telepathic powers.. the worse the involuntary ones get

Unknown @::continues to rain fire ":::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CEOTPaula says:
*CSO*: We should be able to get one from the main deflector.

FCO_Mille says:
::brings the ship to a full stop::

TO_Calder says:
*CTO* Sir, If you have a moment, what is our status?

Host CO-Alex says:
::holds onto the arms of her chair, feeling the inertial dampeners trying to compensate::

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  commander, we are prepared, but it is a one shot deal.

Host XO_Jude says:
::Rushes to the CTO's console and fires weapons for him,   direct hit to the lead ship::

Host unknown2 says:
@COMM: SHIP: Surrender or be destroyed !!!

Host CO-Alex says:
FCO: Now Jared, warp 9!

FCO_Mille :
::turns the ship and again engages to warp 9::

CTO_Selan says:
::Gets back up and dives toward his console, nearly running into the XO::

Unknown @::fires::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

EO_Kellen says:
::leans on a bulkhead as the ship comes to an abrupt stop::

CIVLecara says:
MO: I told you before.. I don't have blackouts.. I have never once lost consciousness.. other than the coma which was caused by a black hole

OPS_TJ says:
::watches as power to the inertial dampeners decreases, and then, he compensates with reserve power::

ACTION:
<<<<<<<One unknown ship vaporizes !!>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Mille ::turns the ship and again engages to warp 9:: (Warp.wav)

SO_Nes says:
CO: If we destroy the main ship, the others won't be able to escape through the wormhole. Their device will be lost.

CSOTsalea says:
*CEO*:  keep it ready should we use it.

Host CO-Alex says:
::grins at Jared::FCO: We can only do that once, next time they will expect it!

Host unknown2 @Fires at engines (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

MONasty says:
CIV:  The CMO stated that you had a blackout due to the psi experiences.  How can a blackhole cause a coma on a person directly.

CEOTPaula says:
*CSO*: Yes, ma'am.

Host XO_Jude says:
CTO:  Try to hold on to this console,  and fire for all you're worth!

Host CO-Alex says:
So: Get on it Shania!

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: I knew it was too good to last.

FCO_Mille says:
CO:  Unfortunately, that is understood.

CTO_Selan says:
XO: Yes, sir! ::Locks all weapons, and fires::

Unknown @::Fires at starboard nacelles ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CIVLecara says:
MO : Well, the CMO was mistaken.. I have never had a blackout caused by this problem

CTO_Selan  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

OPS_TJ says:
::activates auxiliary control systems, and kicks in the reserves::

Unknown @::fires ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

ACTION:
<<<<Weapons fire hits Scorpius' shields.....minimal damage....but decreasing>>>>>>>>

SO_Nes says:
::begins to identify the main ship::

FCO_Mille says:
CTO:  Are we doing any type of damage to their ships?

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> EO: Good things never seem to last, do they?  At least you have something to do, I am somewhat helpless here.

Unknown @:::fires::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Selan ::Locks onto another ship's impulse engines, fires:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

MONasty says:
CIV: Hmm never known the CMO to make that big of a mistake.

CEOTPaula says:
::heads off to make some modifications to increase the deflector's capacity if possible::

CIVLecara says:
MO: The black hole was giving out radiation that somehow got past our shields and interacted with the psi problems I already had

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Target their lead ship Selan.  Destroy it.

EO_Kellen says:
::begins monitoring shield generators::

CIVLecara says:
MO: I think I know what happened to my own body

Unknown @::fires ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Selan says:
CO: Yes ma'am. ::Targets lead ship's weapons and impulse::

CEOTPaula says:
*EO*: Are you occupied, Ensign?

CTO_Selan ::Fires on the lead ship, damaging their impulse:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

FCO_Mille says:
CTO:  Selan?

ACTION:
<<<<<Another unknown ship is disabled>>>>>>>>>>>

Unknown @::fires::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

MONasty says:
CIV:  True but it is My job to figure out why it happened.  Radiation uh?  ::runs a scan to see if there is any residue left::

EO_Kellen says:
*CEO* At the moment, no. But I assume I am to be as of now?

CTO_Selan says:
FCO: Minimal damage to their ship, sir.

Host unknown2 @fires (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Selan ::Returns fire:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CEOTPaula says:
*EO*: Report to ME and take charge.

CSOTsalea says:
FCO: are we near the wormhole?

EO_Kellen says:
*CEO* On my way, sir

Unknown @::Fires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CIVLecara says:
MO: In fact I have never officially talked to the CMO about this problem, so I don't see how he could have a file on it.. I just let him know about it and he agreed that when I felt like it he would help me with it

SO_Nes says:
CO: The last ship contains the device, however, the ship will need to be totally destroyed otherwise the device will still work.

EO_Kellen says:
Sec: Stay here and watch these guys. ::heads to ME as fast as he can get there::

FCO_Mille says:
CSO:  Approaching the wormhole now Tsalea.

ACTION:
<<<<Hits to Scorpius shields begin to take on damage>>>>>>>>>>>

Host XO_Jude says:
OPS:   Try to open another channel to the Barazans and see if they can assist us!

Unknown @::fires ::  (TORPEDOS.wav)

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  ready to initiate graviton pulse.

CTO_Selan ::Locks weapons on the Lead ship and fires:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

TO_Calder says:
<Beta 9> ::hurries to keep up with the EO, has rifle ready in case of problems::

MONasty says:
CIV:  He must have known what it was bothering you and made notes on it.

OPS_TJ says:
::groans:: XO: That's not really an option right now, sir...

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Fire quantum torpedoes Selan, wide spread!

Unknown @::fires::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host XO_Jude says:
::Watches FCO  Maneuver us out of the weapons fire::

ACTION:
<<<<<<<Hits to Scorpius takes down several plasma conduits....>>>>>>>>>

OPS_TJ says:
XO: We blew the com grid, and I took all power from it... we have nothing left in it!

CTO_Selan ::Fires full spread of Quantum’s:: (Torpedo.wav)

Unknown @::evades and fires ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

ACTION:
<<<<<<<<another unknown ship vaporizes>>>>>>>>>

CIVLecara says:
MO: Ugghh.. On second thought.. please, please sedate me.. it would be better than this constant bickering...

Host unknown2 says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


